Press Release
IBS in Strategic Partnership with IDMR for MRO Solution
Trivandrum, July 03, 2013: Leading IT solutions provider to the global aviation industry, IBS
Software has entered into a long-term strategic partnership with IDMR Solutions, New York for
enhancing its IT solution for MRO operations. The partnership will see integration of IBS’ iFlight MRO
solution with IDMR’s InForm suite of Task Card and Document Management Solutions. IDMR Solution is
one of the leading technical document management services company in the world helping some of the
leading airlines reduce costs by standardizing document management. iFlight MRO is a web-based
airline maintenance and engineering software from IBS capable of being offered on SaaS mode.
Technical documents, the primary source of aircraft, engine and component reference information,
need constant revision in line with changing MRO procedures and regulatory requirements. This
increases complexity and manual intervention as documents are often stored in multiple places and
disparate automation tools are used for record keeping. Therefore, a centralized and integrated
approach to Technical Documentation Management is required to stream line record-keeping processes,
maintain version control and reduce information inaccuracies. The partnership between IBS and IDMR
will result in a seamless integration of Task Card Management & OEM Document Management between
iFlight MRO and InForm and brings to the table a compelling end-to-end IT solution to the MRO
ecosystem of the global aviation M&E Industry. Hard copy manuals will be rendered obsolete,
significantly reducing paper works. The comprehensive Technical Documentation Management System
would help airlines, manufactures and third-party maintenance providers reduce costs, enhance
productivity and improve efficiencies.

“We are excited about this partnership with IBS, our joint solution will bring cutting edge technology to
the M&E arena. The combination of M&E and Document Management software will provide Airlines and
MROs with a single integrated solution to help maximize efficiencies.” , Israel Revivo, President/CEO
IDMR Solutions Inc.

“After an intense evaluation process, we have zeroed in on IDMR Solutions to augment our IT offering
for aviation maintenance and engineering. The synergy we will achieve through the partnership will
help us serve our customers better and position us as the preferred solution provider for the global
MRO industry”, said Sankalp Saxena, Head of Aviation Operations Services, IBS.
For media enquiries, please contact Mathew Joshua at +91-471-6614363
mathew.joshua@ibsplc.com. More information on IBS is available at www.ibsplc.com.
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